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ADDS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Vendor name _____________________________________ 

Contact information ________________________________ 

1. In what specific patient care settings would this ADD be used? What are the security 
requirements for the remote location to ensure that medication access is limited only to 
authorized providers? 

2. How will the pharmacist review medication orders? Is there an interface or other method 
that allows for prospective review, or is review only retrospective? 

3. What specific features are available through the technology to ensure that the correct 
medication was removed per the provider's medication order? 

4. What are the security features of the technology? How is user access maintained and by 
whom? Who has the ability to remove medications? 

5. How are remote devices restocked? If the medication is transported after being checked by 
the pharmacist, what features are available that provide for detection of a tampered container? 

6. Can controlled substances be stocked? If so, what additional security features are available? 
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PharMerica/partnership with ARxIUM
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scott.anderson@pharmerica.com; 502-229-8799/502-627-7434
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This devise is used in long term care/skilled settings.  In our settings, the devise is referred to as an Electronic Emergency Medication Kit as opposed to an Automated Dispensing Device.Only PharMerica can grant access to an authorized provider.  Access is given to licensed nursing staff, licensed pharmacist and pharmacy technicians.  Also, the user must be currently employed by the nursing facility or PharMerica. 
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The interface allows for retrospective review of transactions.  For narcotic orders, nursing staff must contact the servicing pharmacy prior to dispensing for pharmacist approval.   
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The device allows for barcode scanning to authenticate the transaction and therefore ensuring removal of the correctmedication.
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The aforementioned barcode scanning, coupled with biometric access for the user and intrusion alert measures that will notifythe pharmacy if an unauthorized access occurs.User access is maintained by PharMerica as the servicing pharmacy provider.  Only licensed nursing and pharmacy staff have the ability to remove medications.  
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Medications are transported by pharmacy staff after a PharMerica pharmacist check via secured tote.  Medications are restocked physically and electronically by pharmacy staff.
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Controlled substances can be stocked.  Tablet and capsule formulations of controlled substances are stored in a closed system.  Injection, liquid and patch formulated items are maintained on a blind count requiring the user to enter the count remaining.  Any discrepancy between the system and user count requires further scrutiny by pharmacy staff.   
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When restocked, a barcode entry is made to verify the correct medication is allocated to the appropriate position. 
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7. How would patient consultation occur? 

8. How would the ADDS remote user interact with the pharmacist? What technology options 
exist? 

9. How would the pharmacist detect drug diversion for medications stocked in the ADDS? What 
reports are available to allow the pharmacist to monitor safe use of ADDS technology? Please 
provide an example of these reports. 

10. What specific law changes are recommended to support the use of this remote ADDS 
technology? 

Please submit completed questionnaire to Debbie Damoth by fax at (916) 574-8618 or by email 
at debbie.damoth@dca.ca.gov by 5 p.m. Feb. 10. 

mailto:debbie.damoth@dca.ca.gov
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With this device patient consultation does not occur unless prompted by nursing staff.  
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Clinical support is available from the servicing pharmacy including after hours support and routine consultant pharmacist support.
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The Electronic Emergency Medication Kit will email the servicing pharmacy if an unauthorized access were to occur or if a narcotic medication count does not match the system count.Daily Transaction Reports help deter diversion and allow a retrospective reconciliation of transaction versus resident orders. 
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At this time the Electronic Emergency Medication Kit PharMerica offers is currently approved for use under Section 1261.6 and not pertaining to Schedule F of the California Health and Safety Code.  
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Report Samples 



  

 

 

   

 

 

Email example of an Unauthorized Access 

Email example of a Failed Position due to a count discrepancy 
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